Paradelle
Timely Focus
I am loosely attached to this planet.
I am loosely attached to this planet
I am a multi-dimensional being made of stardust
I am a multi-dimensional being made of stardust
Made of stardust I am loosely attached
I am a multi-dimensional being to this planet.
I have lived lives in many galaxies and dimensions.
I have lived lives in many galaxies and dimensions.
My lives are parallel and simultaneous.
My lives are parallel and simultaneous.
In galaxies and dimensions my lives are parallel
and simultaneous. I have many lived lives.
My focus now is as an Earthling, bi-lateral in three-dimensions.
My focus now is as an Earthling, bi-lateral in three-dimensions.
But in dreams I glimpse other realities, experience different sentience.
But in dreams I glimpse other realities, experience different sentience.
As an Earthling, bi-lateral in three-dimensions, I glimpse other realities in dreams,
experience different sentience, but my focus is now.
I am loosely attached to this planet, a multi-dimensional being
living parallel and simultaneous lives in many galaxies and dimensions,
but I glimpse other realities in dreams,
experience different sentience.
Made of stardust as a bi-lateral Earthling in three dimensions,
my focus is now.

Paradelle: 4-stanza poem.
Each stanza 6 lines.
For the first three stanzas the 1st and 2nd lines are the same.
The 3rd and 4th lines should be the same.
5th and 6th lines use words from the 1st and 3rd lines.
The final stanza should incorporate all the words in the 5th and 6th lines of the first three
stanzas and only the words of the 5th and 6th lines of the three stanzas.
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Cosmic Enlightenment
(1A)
(2B)
(3)
(4)
(5*)
(6*)

White holes and black holes pluck galaxies’ light;
universal highways, dimensional flows.
Supernova, protostars, scintillant rays
ignite white dwarfs, sizzle red giants.
Pluck white holes and light galaxies’ black holes,
super scintillant nova, protostars’ rays.

(1A)
(2B)
(3)
(4)
(5*)
(6*)

White holes and black holes pluck galaxies’ light;
universal highways, dimensional flows.
From “hot big bang” shoots warming life and light.
Galaxies visible soon out of sight?
Galaxies pluck light, white holes, black holes and
warming life and light shoots from “hot big bang.”

(1A)
(2B)
(3)
(4)
(5*)
(6*

White holes and black holes pluck galaxies’ light;
universal highways, dimensional flows.
How many multiverses do spark life?
Primordial soup needed to warm life?
Light and pluck galaxies white holes , black holes.
How do multiverses spark life? Many?

(1-1)
(1-3)
(2-1)
(2-3)
(3-1)
(3-3)

Galaxies’ white holes, black holes and light pluck
protostars, scintillant super nova rays.
Galaxies’ black holes pluck light and white holes?
Life and light warming shoots from “hot big bang”
pluck white holes and black holes? Galaxies’ light?
Do many multiverses spark life? How?

( In the last stanza I rearranged the words in the lines in the pattern. You might try by
duplicating the specified lines.)

Paradelle Variation: 1. It is all decasyllable lines ( ten syllables)
2. There are four stanzas of six lines each.
3. In the first three stanzas line one repeats. Line two repeats.
4. Lines 5 and 6 are made of all the exact words from lines one and three.
5. The last stanza is made of all the same words from the six lines of lines one and
three of the first three stanzas.
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